General Dunford, Mr. Trump, Everyone Concerned
---Courage Is The First Virtue

By Anna Von Reitz
The Ancient Romans taught that "Courage is the first virtue." Why? Because
without courage, you can't guarantee any other virtue. You will be subject to
whomever or whatever can frighten you the most. At their bidding and because of
your fear, you will bow to whatever evil any vile creature in the universe can
imagine.
For that reason, it is imperative that you drive out all fear.
There are profoundly evil men--- I won't even call them "men"--- rather, there are
evil creatures, among us. Monsters in the bodies of men.
Find out who ordered and approved the construction of 800 FEMA Camps on our
shores and the importation of 30,000 guillotines and the ordering of millions of body
bags ----- and you will know without any doubt who these evil creatures are and
what they have intended for their Priority Creditors. Simply follow the money back to
source.
These creatures have been warned repeatedly what to expect if they do not cease
and desist their "program" of destruction and death. They have been given
international and Astral Notice. Their activities have been fully reported and noted
and all their activities (which they imagine are carried out in secret) are fully
documented, detailed, and known.
Despite being openly told that there "are no secrets" and given proof of it, too, they
have persisted in their delusions and have launched fairly sophisticated resonance
weapons intended to disrupt biological DNA and electrochemical systems of biological
organisms on Earth.
Their "war satellites" are in position and they are threatening populations in North
America and China.
Project your consciousness 90 miles above the Earth, on the edge of the Van Allen
Plasma Belt and observe the grid lines that exist there. Their satellites are directly
observable and glow with an odd putrid hospital green color.
Call upon our Father and his Angels, visually showing them the threat these
creatures are posing to you and to all Creation----and target them.

Focus the energy of your mind and your emotions on these resonance weapon
satellites glowing vaguely green against the darkness of the firmament and ask for
them to be removed. Just that. Removed.
First, a dark, swirling mist envelops them and the creatures on Earth they are
connected to.
Second, swiftly, they are consumed and reduced literally to atomic dust that is blown
away harmlessly by the solar wind.
Third, though you know this has happened and that these "people" no longer exist,
somehow you don't remember them. They are simply gone and there is no sense of
loss or regret.
A great sense of peace and relief fills your mind and senses. It feels like you can
draw a deep breath again after many years of shallow panting. You can hear
birdsong again. You can smell the Earth.
It's over.
Call to your Father and use your gifts and abilities that you have inherited from Him.
Raise up your mighty spirits forged in the mists of time. All you Guardians, rise!
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